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The Chicago Fire Soccer Club (9-12-11, 38 points) battled FC Cincinnati (6-22-4, 22 points) to a 0-0 draw at Nippert 
Stadium on Saturday night. The result extends a three game unbeaten streak, as well as a second consecutive clean 
sheet by goalkeeper Kenneth Kronholm. With a point gained from the draw, the Fire currently sit within three points of 
a playoff position with two games remaining in the regular season.

Chicago created an early chance to score from a set piece in the ninth minute. Receiving a short corner from midfielder 
Brandt Bronico, midfielder Nicolás Gaitán whipped a dangerous cross to the near post for defender Francisco Calvo, 
who headed the ball just over the target.

Two minutes before halftime, the 
Fire, who outshot FCC 16-10, came 
dangerously close to breaking through 
and finding the opening goal. Fire captain 
Dax McCarty started the play with a 
long ball over the top for midfielder 
Przemysław Frankowski, who used his 
pace to run onto the pass. The Polish 
international, who played several 
dangerous crosses in the first half, sent 
another threatening ball into the 18-yard 
box for forward Nemanja Nikolić, whose 
first-time shot was knocked wide by a last-second challenge from defender Mathieu Deplagne.

Chicago dominated the first half with six shots (to FCC's three) and six corner kicks (to FCC's zero).

The Fire, who controlled possession 54-46 in the match, created another good scoring opportunity in the 60th 
minute, as the Men in Red continued to put the home side under pressure. After combining with defender Bastian 
Schweinsteiger and Bronico, defender Johan Kappelhof cut the ball back inside the 18-yard box to Nikolić, who 
knocked his final effort just high of the target.

FC Cincinnati were forced to make 36 clearances in the match.

Two minutes after entering the game, midfielder Aleksandar Katai narrowly missed the target with the Fire’s 11th shot 
of the match. After combining with Nikolić, Katai curled a first-time shot that went just wide of the far post in the 68th 
minute.

With the Fire pushing for the go-ahead goal late in the match, FC Cincinnati found a chance against the run of play and 
Kronholm was forced to make his first save of the game in the 79th minute. The goalkeeper dove to his right to push 
forward Roland Lamah’s shot wide of the target to keep the score level. Kronholm, who finished the match with three 
total saves, recorded his fifth clean sheet of the season.

After pinning Cincinnati deep in their own half, the Fire created another solid opportunity in the 91st minute. Another 
cross into the box from Chicago forced a poor clearance from the Cincinnati defense. Reacting to the clearance, 
Katai pounced on the ball on the left side of the 18-yard box and fired a shot that went high of the target. Katai’s shot 
proved to be the Fire’s 16th and final attempt of the match, as the referee blew the final whistle in the fourth minute of 
stoppage time.

Looking ahead, the Fire will return to SeatGeek Stadium to host Toronto FC on Sunday, Sept. 29. Scheduled to begin 
at 4:00 p.m. CT, the match will be broadcast live on ESPN+ and transmitted locally in Spanish on Univision Radio 93.5 
Latino Mix.

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB

Chicago Fire Battles FC Cincinnati to 0-0 Draw at 
Nippert Stadium
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Julian Gressel opened the scoring in the 53rd minute but Bojan Krkic found the equalizer in the 81st, forcing Atlanta 
United to settle for a 1-1 draw with the Montreal Impact at Stade Saputo on Sunday. The result proved immaterial for 
Montreal, which was officially eliminated from playoff contention following New England Revolution's win over NYCFC.
  After a scoreless first half, Gressel found the opener shortly after second-half kickoff courtesy of a feed from Emerson 
Hyndman. The goal appeared to have put Atlanta in the driver's seat to procure a road victory, only to see Krkic level 
just a few minutes from the final whistle. Atlanta thought they struck a game-winner four minutes after Krkic's goal 
off a finish from Tito Villalba following a frantic scramble in front of goal that started with a shot off the woodwork 
from substitute Ezequiel Barco. But the goal was waved off for offside on Atlanta's Justin Meram. Montreal goalkeeper 
Clement Diop then made a spectacular sprawling save on a free kick from Barco in the 88th minute and another 
highlight-reel denial of Villalba at the death, preserving the 1-1 result.
  The Impact had a great chance to open the scoring in the 37th minute off a cross from Daniel Lovitz that landed at the 
feet of Ignacio Piatti, who found Saphir Taider to his right for an open look on goal. However, Taider would see the shot 
denied by a reaction save from Atlanta goalkeeper Brad Guzan.
  Atlanta had its best look at the opener just before the halftime whistle off a well-worked counterattack that 
culminated with a low cross from 
Meram to a wide-open Brandon 
Vazquez, who wasn't quite able to 
control his shot and sent it sailing 
over the crossbar.
  The visitors found the game's 
first tally in the 53rd minute after 
Hyndman put Gressel on goal with 
a nifty backheel feed, allowing the 
fullback to cash home his fifth goal 
of the season and put Atlanta up 
1-0. The Impact would strike back 
with Krkic's leveler in the 81st, 
however, allowing Montreal to split 
the points following the frantic 
final sequence that featured the 
offside call on Meram and Diop's 
late heroics.
  
Goals
53' - ATL - Julian Gressel
81' - MTL - Bojan Krkic

Three Things 

THE BIG PICTURE: Despite dropping points, Atlanta jumped up to second place in the East on the wins tiebreaker over 
Philadelphia after the latter's loss to Columbus. The Impact are playing for pride at this point, but they did well to level 
the contest and salvage the point in their first game back in league play since their Canadian Championship penalty kick 
triumph over Toronto FC.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Both of Diop's saves at the end of the match were ridiculous, but the first one on Barco was 
a truly fantastic display of athleticism.

MAN OF THE MATCH: We'll keep on that theme here and give it to Diop, as Atlanta would have left Montreal with all 
three points had the Impact netminder not came through with his late denials.

Next Up
MTL: Sunday, Oct. 6 vs. New York Red Bulls (10:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US; TSN5 in Canada)
ATL: Sunday, Oct. 6 vs. New England Revolution (4 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US; DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:  Ari Liljenwall            Contributor

Montreal Impact 1, Atlanta United FC 1
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The Portland Timbers found a late equalizer from the penalty spot to salvage a 2-2 draw with Sporting Kansas City on 
Saturday evening at Children's Mercy Park — in a match that finished 10-on-9. The draw means that the Timbers won't 
be able to lock up a Audi 2019 MLS Cup Playoffs spot until the final regular-season match next Sunday.
   The game started lopsided, with SKC getting off the first seven shots of the match in the opening 22 minutes, and then 
it got wild. Sebastian Blanco was able to get on a rebounded ball in the box for the 29th-minute Timbers opener, but in 
the next 30 seconds, Johnny Russell whipped in a cross that Krisztian Nemeth was able to head home for his first goal in 
more than four months to get SKC level.
    Then, a fracas between the teams, starting with on-field contact between Brian Fernandez and Felipe Gutierrez, 
complicated the plot further. Fernandez got a yellow card and then a red card in the ensuing extracurriculars, which 
would have worked out in SKC's 
advantage, except that Roger Espinoza 
grabbed Blanco's throat, which was 
spotted on Video Review, resulting in 
10-on-10 soccer.
   Daniel Salloi came through in the 
first minute after the return to action, 
cleaning up on a rebound from a 
Gianluca Busio shot to get his first goal 
of 2019.
   But it would be two Timbers subs who 
would bring them back level. Jeremy 
Ebobisse won a PK after being dragged 
down by Ilie Sanchez in front of goal — 
resulting in a straight red card — and 
Dairon Asprilla beat Tim Melia from the 
spot to score the equalizer.

Goals
29' – POR – Sebastian Blanco                                  
30' – SKC – Krisztian Nemeth
46' – SKC – Daniel Salloi                                             
85' – POR – Dairon Asprilla (PK)

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: The Timbers had the chance to wrap up a playoff spot, given that the Quakes-Sounders and Rapids-
FC Dallas results went their way. Not only were they not able to get the win, they lost Fernandez to a red card, and 
won't have him for their playoffs-starts-now match hosting San Jose next Sunday. For SKC? Just another weird match in 
a weird season, but they've ensured they won't finish dead last in the West with the result.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Ilie's arm tug on Ebibosse was just the breakthrough the Timbers were desperate to find, 
and Asprilla made sure it counted.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Blanco scored the opener and made his presence felt throughout the match, including somehow 
provoking Espinoza into a red that instantly took away the man advantage SKC thought they'd lucked into.
 
Next Up
SKC: Sunday, October 6 at FC Dallas (4 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+, DAZN in Canada)
POR: Sunday, October 6 vs. San Jose Earthquakes (4 pm ET | ESPN, ESPN Deportes)

CREDIT: Phil West                     Contributor

Sporting Kansas City 2, Portland Timbers 2
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Jack Price scored his first goal of the season early, Diego Rubio bagged his 11th from a free kick in first-half stoppage 
time and the Colorado Rapids kept their postseason hopes alive with a 3-0 victory over FC Dallas on Sunday evening at 
Dick's Sporting Goods Park.
Kei Kamara added his 13th of the year on a second-half counterattack following a give-and-go with Nicolas Mezquida.

With the win, the Rapids pulled within touching distance of Dallas and San Jose entering next Sunday's Decision Day 
presented by AT&T, and have won five games out of six under manager Robin Fraser. Despite the dominant win, they'll 
will need another victory at LAFC and a load of help next Sunday if they are to complete their miracle postseason push.

Dallas remain above the playoff line in seventh place, one point above San Jose and three ahead of Colorado. But 
they're winless in their last four, and might've suffered an even greater defeat here if not for Jesse Gonzalez's penalty 
save from Kamara in the first half and a double denial of Danny Wilson late in the second.

Goals
10' - COL - Jack Price
45'+4' - COL - Diego Rubio 
72' - COL - Kei Kamara

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Tim Howard 
returned from a four-game layoff 
with a hamstring injury to make 
what will be his final start in 
Colorado, and ended the night 
with his 38th career MLS shutout, 
including 21 for the Rapids. It 
was a proper sendoff for Captain 
America, who finished with three 
stops and made this crucial save 
when his side's lead was still just a 
single goal.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Diego 
Rubio's sneaky set piece was a 
dagger blow to Dallas, coming 
with the final kick of the first half.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Kei 
Kamara. The Sierra Leone 
international may want his spot kick back, but he was a handful throughout the match, creating space for others early 
before pouncing for his deserved goal. He also broke down Reto Ziegler late with a vicious step-over, but was again 
denied by a stellar Gonzalez.

Up Next
COL: Sunday, October 6 at LAFC (4 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and DAZN in Canada)
DAL: Sunday, October 6 vs Sporting Kansas City (4 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:   Ian Quillen                    Contributor

Colorado Rapids 3, FC Dallas 0
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Bill Hamid made a spectacular save from Cristian Casseres Jr., Frederic Brillant headed Tom Barlow's goal-bound effort 
off the line and D.C. United maintained their one-point lead over the New York Red Bulls in the race to host a home 
postseason match following a 0-0 draw on Sunday evening at Red Bull Arena.
Despite failing to register a shot on target, D.C. ran their unbeaten run and shutout streak to four matches, the latter 
marking a season high after Hamid kept three consecutive clean sheets to begin the 2019 season.

The result, combined 
with Toronto's 2-2 draw 
in Chicago, means D.C. 
maintains the fourth 
spot in East standings 
entering Decision Day 
Presented By AT&T next 
weekend, and need 
only to defeat last-place 
Cincinnati to guarantee 
a home game in the 
Audi 2019 MLS Cup 
Playoffs.

The Red Bulls ran their 
own clean sheet stretch 
to a season-high three 
matches, and visit now-
eliminated Montreal to 
close the season. They 
could still secure a home 
match with a good 
result there, should 
D.C. drop points against 
Cincy.

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: If D.C. are going to wrap up a home playoff game, they'll have to do so without Wayne Rooney, 
whose yellow card will see him a card-accumulation suspension for the final match of the regular season. Quincy 
Amarikwa would appear to be the primary candidate to start at forward, since Ola Kamara has missed the last few 
weeks with a hamstring strain.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: The 19-year-old Casseres must've thought he'd poached his fourth goal of the season when 
he ran unmarked to the near-post to meet Marc Rzatkowski's corner kick. Instead, Hamid made a fabulous reaction stop 
despite fighting a partial screen on the play.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Frederic Brillant. The veteran French center back has come up big a couple times in key moments 
for D.C. this season, including this Sunday. His game-saving clearance was just one testament to that. The fact that the 
Red Bulls had only three shots on target despite their dominance of possession was another.

Up Next
RBNY: Sunday, October 6, 4 pm ET at Montreal Impact (TVAS, MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US)
DC: Sunday, October 6, 4 pm ET vs. FC Cincinnati (MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and on DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:  Ian Quillen                 Contributor

New York Red Bulls 0, DC United 0
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It took some doing, but the LA Galaxy managed to cough up a stunning 4-3 home loss to the last-place Vancouver 
Whitecaps at Dignity Health Sports Park on Sunday, jeopardizing the Galaxy's prospects of a top-four seeding in the 
Western Conference of the Audi 2019 MLS Cup Playoffs. 

Whitecaps center back Doneil Henry gave the visitors a shock early lead, beating Diego Polenta to Inbeom Hwang's 
corner-kick delivery to the back post 
and bundling it past Matt Lampson. 
The Galaxy responded within minutes, 
renewing the now-familiar Cristian Pavon-
Zlatan Ibrahimovic connection on a quick 
transition as the Argentinean ran at Jasser 
Khmiri and centered for his superstar 
Swedish teammate to finish.

But Vancouver snuck in front again 
shortly before halftime, as Homegrown 
Theo Bair latched on to the loose ball and 
clipped it underneath Lampson after a 
Michaell Chirinos shot was blocked into a 
dangerous spot inside LA's penalty box.

The seesawing continued after the break. 
Uriel Antuna chipped a gorgeously-
executed volley over Maxime Crepeau 
to level matters again, only for Tosaint 
Ricketts to nip between the Galaxy's center backs and nod Erik Godoy's pinpoint cross into the bottom corner. 

LA pulled even yet again in the dying minutes when substitute Chris Pontius scurried onto Ibra's flick-on header and 
side-footed home. But they still managed to throw away a costly three points when their back line were caught 
woefully out of position in injury time, allowing Fredy Montero to play Inbeom clear into acres of space, sparking a 
jailbreak transition that ended with Chirinos firing the ball into the back of the Galaxy's net.

Goals
20' – VAN – Doneil Henry          23' – LA – Zlatan Ibrahimovic               41' – VAN – Theo Bair | WATCH
58' – LA – Uriel Antuna                64' – VAN – Tosaint Ricketts                86' – LA – Chris Pontius | WATCH
90+3' – VAN – Michaell Chirinos

Three Things 

THE BIG PICTURE: After winning three in a row to clinch a playoff spot, the Galaxy's Jekyll-and-Hyde tendencies 
cropped up once again, with a relapse into the slipshod defending, wastefulness in front of goal and pronounced over-
reliance on crosses dooming them to defeat. Vancouver, meanwhile, gave their fans something to enjoy at the tail end 
of a trying campaign of transition and frustration.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Plenty of competition for this honor, but we'll pick the "next goal wins" play that decided 
this topsy-turvy slugfest...

MAN OF THE MATCH: Hwang Inbeom bagged three assists, another skilled and resourceful display to remind the 
'Caps that they have a classy box-to-box schemer to build around next season. 

Next Up
LA: Sunday, Oct. 6 at Houston (4 pm ET | TV & streaming info)
VAN: Sunday, Oct. 6 vs. Real Salt Lake (4 pm ET | TSN1 - Full TV & streaming info)
 

CREDIT:       Charles Boehm                       Contributor  

LA Galaxy 3, Vancouver Whitecaps FC 4



Jordan Morris scored a dramatic game-winning goal in second-half stoppage time, sending the Seattle Sounders to a 
massive 1-0 road victory over the San Jose Earthquakes at Avaya Stadium on Sunday.
  With both sides reduced to 10 men after second-half red cards, Morris broke a scoreless deadlock with a late 
breakaway finish, vaulting the Sounders up to a tie with Minnesota United for second on the Western Conference table 
ahead of the clash between Seattle and Minnesota on Decision Day presented by AT&T at CenturyLink Field next 
Sunday.
  The game was open throughout the 
contest, with the Sounders nearly 
striking first off a 13th-minute shot 
from Morris that was denied by a 
reaction save from Quakes goalkeeper 
Daniel Vega. San Jose then nearly 
opened the scoring just two minutes 
later off a curling shot from Magnus 
Eriksson that looked destined for the 
top corner. However, the shot was 
denied by a highlight-reel diving save 
from Sounders goalkeeper Stefan Frei 
to allow Seattle to avert the threat.
   The action continued into the second 
half, with San Jose nearly finding the 
opener again in the 54th minute off a 
rocket shot from distance off the boot 
of Guram Kashia, who saw the attempt 
scream by Frei and bounce off the 
woodwork.The home side were then dealt a blow just two minutes later after Tommy Thompson was sent off for flicking 
his cleat back into Xavier Arreaga, reducing the Quakes to 10 men.
  The Sounders found themselves unable to capitalize on the advantage, and then were dealt a red card of their own in 
the 71st after Arreaga was sent off for his second yellow for a foul on Danny Hoesen just outside the penalty box, forcing 
the contest to finish 10-v-10. Hoesen then sent the ensuing free kick ringing off the post, to narrowly maintain the 
scoreless deadlock.
  Morris provided the winner just before the final whistle, pouncing on a wayward backpass and slotting his shot home 
past Vega, allowing Seattle to snatch all three points in stunning fashion.

Goals
90' +4 - SEA - Jordan Morris

Three Things 

THE BIG PICTURE: It was a much more entertaining match than the final scoreline might indicate, with both teams 
having plenty of chances and the pair of red cards contributing to the action. In the end, it's a huge win for the Sounders 
as they continue their quest for the No. 2 seed in the Western Conference. That looming clash with Minnesota will be 
a must-watch match. It's an equally deflating result for the Quakes, who have been knocked below the cutoff line and 
have everything to play for in their Decision Day clash with a Portland side that will also be playing desperate.
 
MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Morris' winner was the game's only goal, and its greater significance as it pertains to the 
Western Conference table make it an easy choice.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Scoring a stoppage time game-winner is a pretty good way to get the honors. The nod goes to 
Morris, who now has 10 goals and seven assists in 25 games on the season.

Next Up
SJ: Sunday, Oct. 6 vs. Portland Timbers (4 pm ET | ESPN, ESPN Deportes) 
SEA: Sunday, Oct. 6 vs. Minnesota United (4 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US; DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:   Ari Liljenwall                            Contributor
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San Jose Earthquakes 0, Seattle Sounders 1




